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Happy Birthday Region 9!
Celebrating 30 years of recovery at the 2012 Region 9 Assembly & Convention
Wow! That's 1 word to describe it all for me. This year was the first assembly that I came as Region
Reg
9 Chair. It
was amazing how much love, acceptance, understanding,
understanding, & support I received there. We all worked together
togeth
so beau tifully, and I felt we truly accomplished a lot.
As Region 9 Chair, I have already
lready written my report for the R9 A&C (it went out
out already through email and is on
the R9 Website). Also, m ore information will be coming out (Minutes; updated
updated Bylaws; updated Policies &
Procedures; Workshops; Committee Session Reports; Budget).
B
We had 29 Attendees from 17 countries present this year – Poland, UK, Netherlands, Denmark, Italy, Greece,
Ireland, Hungary, Spain, Belgium, Russia, Switzerland,
Switzerland, Israel, Austria, Finland, Iceland, and Sweden. We also
had many visitors from several different countries.
countries. And we got to hear the Serenity Prayer from each country!
At the Assembly, we had a lot of fun – Trivia & Abstinence Readings with prizes, balloons (we celebrated
Region 9's 30th birthday), and even some "exercises" for our body. During the whole A&C,
A& we sold R9's new
Magnet. And Saturday night during the Convention, R9
R9 had a raffle with prizes, a 50/50 raffle, and an auction.
What a great way to increase Tradition 7 for Region 9!
My motto during the Assembly was communication - clear communication.. And we "worked". We had long
days (and nights), but all worth it. We took care of
of a lot of business, and on the way, got to know many
ma more
OA people.
We had several members finishing up their time on the
t R9 board,
or as Committee Chair, or other service.
service I want to thank them all
for a great job done this past year. For the upcoming
upcomi year, I am
honored to be able to work along with the continuing
continuin members and
the new members in their designated service position.
positio
I was thrilled to be a part of the service structure
s
of Region 9. To
give and to receive. And I thank you all for allowi
allowing me to do this
service.
Susan
Region 9 Chair
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Steps, Traditions and Concepts for November-December
Step10 - Continued to take personal inventory and when we were wrong, promptly admitted it.
Step 11 - Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious contact with God as we
understood Him, praying only for knowledge of His will for us and the power to carry that out.
Tradition 10 - Overeaters Anonymous has no opinion on outside issues; hence the OA name ought
never be drawn into public controversy.
Tradition 11 - Our public relations policy is based on attraction rather than promotion; we need
always maintain personal anonymity at the level of press, radio, films, television and other public
media of communication.
Concept Ten - Service responsibility is balanced by carefully defined service authority; therefore,
duplication of efforts is avoided.
Concept Eleven - Trustee administration of the World Service Office should always be assisted by
the best

standing committees, executives, staffs and consultants.

''Is it worth it?''
''Is it worth it?'' my family asked every night while I was in Poland attending my first R9 assembly and
convention. Meaning not being around for five days to care for my young kids and using up 3 days of
my meager holiday allowance, in order to live frugally,
sleep little, and work a lot. My family was mirroring my
own feelings before I left: skepticism about two whole
days being spent dealing with working group issues
and trepidation at the unfamiliar proceedings ahead.
But within minutes of entering the room of the assembly
I received my third awakening since joining OA.
The first had been my first OA meeting about two years
ago, in the discovery that I was not the only woman in
the world who could not control her eating.
The second was a month later when our Trustee came to visit and who explained why this is an
illness. It was like a light went on and I became abstinent that same day.
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The Polish awakening was that I finally understood what OA is all about. It's not about people getting
together to talk about their problems and support each
each other to lose weight, using tools they are told
to use because they work and turning to a higher po
power
wer for everything they can't explain in their lives.
live
This is a fellowship in the
e true sense of the word. It's about unity. It's ab
about
out love. It's about a common
purpose. It's people, yes thin, but more importantly
importantly in happy balance with themselves, with those
around them and with the universe. Smiling, (and la
laughing!),
ughing!), polite, calm, caring,
ca
supportive people,
committed to service so they can pass on the gifts of serenity, love, and happiness th
that they have
received.
''Worth it?''. I was humbled by the experience. In this fellowship,
fellowship, recovery is contagious.
Miranda, Greece

Region 9 A&C report

The recent R9 assembly in Warsaw, Poland was attended
attended by 27 representatives (from 17 countries)
plus our Trustee and Parliamentarian as well as 10 visitors. The business we attended to regarding
Bylaws, Elections, Committee meeting was interspersed
interspers
with information to help us carry the
message ‘back home.’ Everything was done with enth
enthusiasm
usiasm and commitment. We celebrated the
30th Birthday of Region 9 throughout the assembly w
with
ith fun activities and trivia questions. There
were various committee meetings
ngs and workshops.
My favorite workshop was the one where
where we all discussed abstinence. We had 142 years of
abstinence
stinence combined in the room! During the workshop, we discussed many of the barriers
barri
to
abstinence and shared what works best
bes for each of us individually. There were many messages of
recovery and I’m grateful for the opportunity to be of service and to have ideas for working a better
program of recovery.
As I learned, we can’t recover today on yesterday’s program. I’m grateful for the recovery
represented, the business conducted, and the fellow
fellowship shared.
Francene A
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Region 9 A&C report - First time attending Region 9 Assembly
I was asked by our Intergroup to attend this year's Region 9 Assembly as a delegate. Having never
attended before I wasn't sure what to expect but I must say it exceeded expectations, I found it very
interesting, informative and enjoyable.
It was fascinating to see at the assembly how ideas to improve the structure of OA were put forward.
Ideas or motions were proposed, members were then give a certain amount of time to speak for and
against the motion, there was then a set time for questions and this was followed by a vote. I have been in
OA for eight years and at the moment am a board member of our Intergroup.
Although we get plenty done I can now see there is room for improvement, especially in the way we
discuss ideas and vote on them. The structure for voting used at the Region 9 Assembly allowed me to be
influence more by what was good for the program rather than the
personalities of those who proposed motions.
At a certain point we were asked to divide up amongst various
committees, I chose to join Electronic Communications as I'm
interested in websites. Again I was impressed by how the
structure of the committee meeting lead to a positive outcome.
Suggestions for a report were given which encouraged us to
come up with goals and actions for the year ahead, after 30
minutes we had organized a committee chair, goals, a plan of
action and regular Skype meetings. The enthusiasm was
infections and I found myself coming away list of jobs to do and a
position as webmaster.
Since I first joined OA the importance of service has been drilled
drill
in to me. At the beginning I did it because I felt I had to, now I
want to. The practical skills I have picked up plus the experience
of working with a group of people has been invaluable to my
career. Without a doubt it has made me more useful to my
employer and work colleagues.
I have a feeling that the service for Region 9 which I will be
carrying out in the year ahead will give me more skills which I have no doubt will further improve the
service I give to my employer.
Hopefully I will get an opportunity to attend the Region 9 Assembly next year in Israel and I would
encourage anyone in OA to come along and experience it for themselves.
themselves
Fawn, Ireland
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Tips


Take the new survey - WSBC Region Chairs Committee 4th Step Inventory

Survey - you can make a difference!
Available online at - http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/FellowshipInventory


Check out the new "Voice America" internet radio program available at

http://www.voiceamerica.com/show/2139/sound-bites-from-overeaters-anonymous
(a link is also available at http://www.oa.org)


Let's keep communication alive - pass on information to Service Bodies

Here is a reading on Abstinence. Can you guess which OA piece of literature it comes from (book
or pamphlet)? You can find the answer on the last page of this newsletter.
"Abstinence, to me, is very simple. It is refraining
from compulsive overeating and continuing to work
my program. Compulsive overeating is when I
wander around my kitchen shoveling food into my
mouth unthinkingly. Compulsiveness is when I am
not reading, writing, calling, and using the other
tools. Compulsiveness is when I do not use the
Steps or talk to my HP.

sponsoring and doing other service. I can binge on
veggies, so I do not have a food list that determines
my abstinence. Instead, it is an action that
undermines my abstinence: eating compulsively –
feeding feelings, bingeing, stuffing my face.
Recovery is three-fold – physical, spiritual, and
emotional. If I only count the physical (adhering to a
food plan), I miss out on two important parts of
recovery."

Abstinence is eating balanced meals, using the OA
tools, practicing the OA Steps and Traditions,

Twelve Step Within - TSW ideas
http://www.oa.org/membersgroups/twelfth-step-within/
Workshops, special events, carry the message tips and much more!

Check out the latest edition of this WSO newsletter! Available for free download at
http://www.oa.org/membersgroups/a-step-ahead-newsletter/
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Dear OA fellows,
It has been great to spend the R9 Assembly and Convention in Poland this year. We, the delegates, have been
well taken care of in a calm and spiritual environment. I have been reelected as your treasurer and I would like
to thank you for letting me serve for the next two years. During the assembly, we had an exciting discussion
regarding the budget, everybody had valuable input. As a result, we extended the Translation Fundand
renamed it General Assistance Fund. Valuable OA work can now be funded even on the PI-, and
12thStepWithin-level. I’m glad to tell you that we will contribute a considerable amount to WSO. I hope to see
y’all next year in I srael!
Love in Service
Isabella V
Treasurer R9
treasurer@oaregion9.org

Reminders








December 12, 2012 - Twelfth Step Within Day … OA Worldwide Celebration
December 31, 2012 - (Deadline to WSO) - WSBC 2013 Registration
January 19, 2013 - OA Birthday … OA Worldwide Celebration
February 23, 2013 - Unity Day … OA Worldwide Celebration
April 29 to May 4, 2013 - World Service Business Conference (WSBC)
August 29 to September 1, 2013 - OA Convention 2013
October 23 to 26, 2013 - Region 9 Assembly & Convention 2013

What’s New on the Region 9 Website
(Useable links)
2012 R9 Assembly & Convention Report from R9 Chair
Region 9 Newsletter September 2012
(earlier versions also available on Region 9 website)
Important OA Dates
OA Survey
OA News Bulletin - Internet Radio Station to Air OA Program
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Region 9 A&C report
The last week in October I was lucky enough to be a delegate for my NSB at the Region 9 assembly in Poland.
It was my first time doing service at Region level an d I felt I was quite far out of my comfort zone, going alone
to a foreign country where I do not speak the language. But I needn´t have worried.
For me, the whole experience was one of fellowship and serenity. I was assigned a lovely mentor who made
sure I could follow all the procedural material and made sure I was in the loop about what was happening in all
the formalities.
It was absolutely amazing to experience how the great "machine" of OA works at an international level. For me
it felt like there is a great flow, the individual in OA gives to the group, the group to intergroup or NSB, who in
turn give to Region9 who gives to World Service Office. The World service office gives to Region9 who gives to
the intergroups and NSB´s who give to the groups who give to the individual. A perfect circle!
There was also room for fun, like balloons, lottery and a very exciting scarf auction and other delights.
And time to make some wonderful new friends from lots of different countries. All sorts of languages where
heard, and the serenity prayer said in each one of them. But understanding each other was easy, because we
all speak the same language when it comes to our disease.
I hope my higher power will give me the grace to stay and do service in OA, at all levels, for many years to
come.
Soffía, Iceland

Region 9 A&C report
Dear attendants
I would like to thank Poland so much for all the fantastic work you did to make the Assembly & Convention
2012 a great experience, thank you for hosting us this year!
I found the A & C very rewarding. I got to know a lot of new people and I met many old friends. This A & C was
my third and it was exciting and useful to work with all of you during the Assembly.
This year I learned very much indeed about how to work with bylaws- and business motions. For me the mock
debate was quite informative. I think we had such funny workshops, and I liked the abstinence- and trivia
readings very much, a good idea!
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I want to thank you all for electing me as Region 9 Secretary, and for having trust in me. I'm looking so much
forward to do service next year at the A & C in Israel, and in the year to come.
Thank you for allowing me to do service this way.
Love in Fellowship
Mette
NSB - Denmark

Region 9 A&C report
Hello Everyone!
My name is Elena, I’m Grateful Compulsive Overeater

 !
    -   
It was 30th birthday of Region 9. Take a moment to think how
important this is for everyone in our most wide spread Region
in OA. Delegates from 17 countries attended the Assembly
out 43 countries in Region 9. 26 voting members attended
Business meetings which is very good news ffor our Region. It
was my second time to attend the Region 9 Assembly and
Convention and feel so much gratitude to our Intergroup for
this opportunity to serve!

  30- 
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This time Assembly and Convention was held in Poland. At the business
meetings we had approximately 10 guests and some of them even didn’t
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know English but they were happy to come just to have a look how the OA works. It reminded me coming first
time for business meeting of OA and having no idea what is going on …. And sometime still do but we are
all learning! Approximately 60 more people come for non official part we all like so much - OA convention.
        .      
 10 ,         ,    
  ,  ,  OA .         
e OA    ,  ….    !   60 
    .
Please note all workshops held at the Assembly will be available on Region 9 website or please let me know if
you need more information.
, ,    ,   ,     9
- , ,  ,      .
Business part started from elections of new board
members because OA is about rotation of service!
Now Region 9 have new Secretary and Treasurer and
Banker. Please think may be one day you can put yourself
forward for service at the Region level!
      
,   OA   !
   9      
. , ,   ,
      
 !
We had long discussion about Tradition 7 and what it meant to be self supporting and how its important. If we
don’t contribute one day OA wouldn’t be here to serve and safe people from our common canning and baffling
disease. Have you thought how much cost your last binge when you put money in tradition 7 cup.
Parliamentarian mention that Region 9 expenditure is 25% and Region 9 contribute only 2% out of all Regions
in OA World Service. As well we had Tradition 7 workshop with lots of humor – if anyone interested please let
me know we can arrange this workshop at your home meeting!
       7  o  e      
.      OA,  OA       e 
  .       ,  
    7 .  ,   9  
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One more important subject for Region 9 is Translation.
Delegates around the room were sharing they experience
concerns and I was thinking how lucky we are Every year the
Translation committee send around the OA literature list
translated in different languages for updates. It really breaks
my heart to see that some of the languages have just one or
two books or leaflets translated. Most of the time the reason for
this is lack of funding and lack of communication. Before we left
home it was suggested to translate our reports in to different
languages and email to Region 9 secretary. Do you think you
can translate your share please email Region 9 secretary they
will be always happy to receive your shares for news letters.
When I attend the Region 9 or WSBC I cannot sit still so this time I participated in Twelve Steps within (TSW)
and Finance Committee. I haven’t thought it’s possible - but this is proof that everything is possible in OA if
you want to do some Twelve Steps Within work on Region 9 level please ask, so much service can be done.
For example put you name on the Sponsors list at Region 9. For TSW work I decided to contact OA in Estonia
this year and invite them to Region 9 Assembly and Convention so more delegates can attend OA Region 9
group consciousness next year.
Bylaw amendments votes were my favorite part because everyone ask questions and we learn how OA works
all together We adopted the motion on updating job description of Region 9 Chair (BM Q) and Secretary (BM
A), and adopted election and job description for Region 9 Banker (BL11, BM C).
It was adopted that at Region 9 Board may serve without the time limit with rotation out for 2 years after 2
consecutive terms so more long time OA members will be able to serve! (BL8)
Im surprised myself but I after years in this “just for today” program i’m still overwhelmed by the OA program
and fantastic people in recovery. Special Thank You toHP and Sponsor and home meeting and Heart of
England Intergroup for this opportunity to serve. I wish everyone can attend Region 9 group consciousness
meeting.
Just to say night before the trip to Region 9 Assembly and Convention I had a dream that in the middle of
sunny day the enormous wave the size of the skyscraper was moving towards me and knock me of from my
feet. I think it is what OA program done to me in real life. I was surprised that didn’t have any fear, it’s not like
me All OA recovery experience is like wonderful waterfall of life. I learn to live through the feeling no matter
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good or bad and notice and pinch myself “look this is really happening and its not like “old you” and I don’t
need to go back in to disease.
Thank you my home meeting and Intergroup for this amazing opportunity to give something back to OA. Thank
you all for your support. I found out that I really enjoying doing service and want to give much much more.
Someone shared that: “doing service is like renewing your insurance policy against relapce”. And next Region
9 Assembly will be in Israel around 23/10/13, confirmation will follow.
I would encourage everyone to go for Region 9 delegate position and experience it all for yourself. If you are
new or if you straggling “KEEP COMING BACK IT WORKS IF WE WORK IT!” On my fist meeting I wanted to
sit at the back of the room so no one would notice me. I discovered that in OA we sit in circle and we must
work together in order to get better! Keep coming back we really care for you!
With love in service
   
Elena =)
Compulsive overeater

““A
Allw
waayyss ttoo eexxtteenndd tthhee hhaanndd aanndd hheeaarrtt ooff O
OA
A ttoo aallll w
whhoo sshhaarree m
myy ccoom
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m rreessppoonnssiibbllee””

,,     
  O
OA
A,,   


:: 

   ””

Hi , I’m Sofia compulsive overeater, I’m in OA since 8 January 2010.
My life is not the same since I’m in OA, everything is changed. First of all my way of eating, my relationship
with other people, everything that I was hiding, my thoughts, my opinions, now everything comes outside, and
becomes free.
Now I feel free from dependence of food, now I can be myself.
I’m very grateful to all of you, for the experience that I lived in Poland, at the assembly/convention. I’m so
happy to take part of a committee and do service for the association. To me, the most important thing is to be
abstinent and carry the message to the still suffering people.
What struck me mostly was the number of countries that make part of region 9. All these different people with
the same problem and being part of the same big and great association OA. I learned something that I would
like to put down in this lines: the abstinence gives compulsive overeaters a wonderful energy to make service
inside OA and to carry the message to the countries that are not aware of the steps and traditions of OA.
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I met a lot of people and I’m so grateful to that. It was enriching not only to me but also for OA Italy.
I liked very much how was organized the service at the assembly, the motions discussions and the committee
groups service. I think that listening every opinion is a sign of humility, greatness and growth.
I would like to thank Isabella that gave me the possibility to write these
these lines, all the organizers and helpers
from Poland, the sweet heart of Susan, the efficient board and all the wonderful delegates. A special thanks to
my mentor Siobhan and the last thanks to the Italian members for their faith in me.
Love
Sofia (argentine) from Italy.

Holders of Region 9 Service Positions
Board

Committee Chairs

Trustee - Esti (Israel)

Translations - Irenne (Denmark)

Chair - Susan (Israel)

Twelfth Step Within - Chadia (Spain)

Secretary - Mette (Denmark)

Public Information – Debora (Belgium)

Treasurer - Isabella (Sweden)

Bylaws - Siobhan (Ireland)
Electronic Communications - Fawn (Ireland)
Finance - Isabella (Sweden)
weden)

Other Positions
Banker - Joanna (UK)
Newsletter coordinator - Roy (Israel)

From our Trustee’s Desk
Every Assembly is a good reason for celebration, but this year there was a special one, Region 9's 30th
birthday. There were balloons and trivia questions regarding the first steps of Region 9.
We had a very busy Assembly with busi
business
ness and formalities but we also made time for workshops, reading
about Abstinence and having fun.
I liked the mock debate, led by our Parliamentarian. We practiced the procedures of dealing with the motions
by debating a very serious question "What actor was the best James Bond???" We had a lot of fun and
meanwhile learned how to speak to a motion, how to amend a motion and how to vote.
The Assembly for me is like a family gathering. I met there a lot of people I have met before but also the
greendots became
me part of my family in no time.
It was amazing to see how peacefully we deal with the motions and the elections. Each one putting principles
before personalities.
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The Convention started Friday night with the theme of Abstinence. Each meeting we addressed Abstinence
from a different point of view, the joy we achieve through abstinence, how do the tools help us with the
abstinence, abstinence and our Higher Power and many other aspects.
We had a ruffle for fund raising. One of the winners put her prize for auction which was real fun and brought us
a nice donation. The winner of the half and half ruffle who won 130PLN had decided to give it back to Region
9 and added another 20 PLN to remind us that this all was
meant to raise funds for Region 9.
We finished the Convention with everybody sharing in a few
words what has this Assembly and Convention given him. We
were very emotional saying the serenity prayer in all the
languages of the attendants.
A big thank you to our hosts the Polish NSB and the member of
the fellowship who did so much to make us feel welcomed and
to fulfill our requests.
A big thank you to our Chair Susan who did a great job
conducting the Assembly peacefully, being formal when
necessary but also with fun.
Hope to see you all next year in Israel.
Love in service,
Esti

Ask-It-Basket

(This month, questions are coming from the 2012 Region 9's Assembly & Convention Ask-It-Basket)
Q. There is an (over) eating compulsion problem.
Is this okay to say in a meeting instead of "I am a compulsive overeater"?
A. Many of us identify with the term "compulsive (over) eater", but we are not dictated to say this. If
we feel comfortable in our meeting identifying ourselves in another way which is related to our food
problem, that is quite acceptable.
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Q. Does anyone have any experience in putting E books on the OA website shops? In England
we know we need to look at this in the future, especially now that Amazon sells OA E books
on their website.
A. After checking with WSO we have received this answer. We offer our interactive workbooks as
PDFs on our website. We offer all of our other books on the Kindle and Nook e-readers. In the future,
we may offer everything in both places.
Here is the list of PDFs on the website:

Here is a list of the e-reader books for Kindle

1. The Twelve-Step Workbook of OA

and Nook:

2. The Fourth-Step Inventory Guide

1. Beyond Our Wildest Dreams

3. Voices of Recovery e-Workbook

2. A New Beginning

4. 12&12

3. Abstinence
4. Lifeline Sampler
5. For Today
6. Seeking the Spiritual Path
7. Voices of Recovery
8. 12&12
9. Overeaters Anonymous, Second Edition
Professional community courier is a great professional outreach
tool! Download for free and give it to your family physician or
other health professional.
http://www.oa.org/mediaprofessionals/the-courier-newsletter/

Q. We have difficulties with working the OA 12 Concepts of Service in our meetings because
the pamphlet is not fully explained. What do you do in your meetings? Is it possible to ask the
BOT to issue a new version of the pamphlet which is more fully explained?
A. Unfortunately the meetings I attend don't speak about the 12 Concepts of service although it is
highly recommended to do so and the definition of a group was changed to include the 12 Concepts
in addition to the 12 Steps and 12 Traditions. If you have any suggestions you may share it with us by
writing to our Newsletter.
Personally I like the Pamphlet and I am afraid that if it will be too detailed members won't read it at all.
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I can suggest that once a month the group will talk about the Concept of the month, either reading
about the relevant Concept from the pamphlet and share about it, or to ask a speaker to do a sharing
about it and then make time for member's sharings.
I am leading a workshop about the 12 Concepts of Service where I explain the concepts and share
about how I implement the principles of those Concepts in my everyday life.

Working the steps
Read two paragraphs in Step 10 of the OA 12&12,
pages 84-85, starting with “In Step Four, for instance,
we . . .” through the paragraph ending “. . . through our
practice of Step Ten.”
Which of the following signs of relapse have I noticed in
nd
myself? As I read stories in OA 2 edition, let me make
notes of which stories apply to the items I have
checked in this list.
Argumentative
Forgetting gratitude
Cockiness
Frustration
Complacency
Grief
Defiance
Impatience
Denial
“It can’t happen to me”
Depression
Letting up on discipline

The reading on Abstinence comes from the Voices
of Recovery book (A Daily Reader)…Recovery is
the result of living the OA Twelve-Step program …
March 9, pg 69.

Step 10
Read Step Ten in the “Twelve and Twelve.”
Discuss and reflect upon the following concept:
“Every time we are disturbed, no matter what the
cause, there is something wrong with us.”
Step 11
1. In this relationship with my Higher Power, what
is my responsibility and what is God's?
2. What old attitudes regarding God or teachings

Dishonesty
Self-pity

from others that presented negative images of

Eating my binge foods

God, do I need to overcome?

Use of mood-altering chemicals

3. As my 'conscious contact' improves, does my

Exhaustion

image of God change? How?

Wanting too much
Expecting too much of others

4. How important is this relationship to my recovery
and how invested am I in this relationship (time,

What can I do today to prevent a relapse?

energy and commitment)?
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